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Power Line posts on dueling rallies in Mass.   
President Obama came to Massachusetts yesterday in a last-minute effort to preserve his party's filibuster 
proof majority in the Senate. He did so at a rally at the campus of Northeastern University in Boston which 
featured the Massachusetts political establishment. Scott Brown countered with a rally in Worcester which 
featured Massachusetts sports legends Curt Schillling and Doug Flutie. 

I didn't watch the dueling rallies, but this report by Politico leaves the impression that Brown may well have 
won the duel, or at least that if Martha Coakley needed a big day, she probably came up short. ... 

  
Jake Tapper has another report on the Mass. race.   
Political operatives say the Senate race in Massachusetts between Democratic state attorney general 
Martha Coakley and Republican state senator Scott Brown is too close to call. But the fact that President 
Obama felt the need to fly to the Bay State to campaign for a Democrat in one of the most Democratic states 
in the nation speaks volumes about the ugly climate for Democratic candidates. 

Coakley has run an imperfect campaign and has had a rough couple weeks. But, as one senior White 
House official acknowledged to me, "in Massachusetts, even after a rough couple weeks the Democrat 
should be ahead." Polls have Coakley and Brown neck and neck. 

At the rally in Boston for Coakley yesterday, President Obama said a few things worth paying attention to: ... 

  
  
David Brooks has interesting comments on Haiti and the methods for fighting poverty. 

On Oct. 17, 1989, a major earthquake with a magnitude of 7.0 struck the Bay Area in Northern California. 
Sixty-three people were killed. This week, a major earthquake, also measuring a magnitude of 7.0, struck 
near Port-au-Prince, Haiti. The Red Cross estimates that between 45,000 and 50,000 people have died. 

This is not a natural disaster story. This is a poverty story. It’s a story about poorly constructed buildings, 
bad infrastructure and terrible public services. On Thursday, President Obama told the people of Haiti: “You 
will not be forsaken; you will not be forgotten.” If he is going to remain faithful to that vow then he is going to 
have to use this tragedy as an occasion to rethink our approach to global poverty. He’s going to have to 
acknowledge a few difficult truths. 

The first of those truths is that we don’t know how to use aid to reduce poverty. Over the past few decades, 
the world has spent trillions of dollars to generate growth in the developing world. The countries that have 
not received much aid, like China, have seen tremendous growth and tremendous poverty reductions. The 
countries that have received aid, like Haiti, have not. ... 

  
  
David Warren offers his thoughts on Haiti. 

...A knowledge of Haiti itself already provides intending rescuers with some idea of the difficulties they face 
in delivering food, water, medicine, and shelter. Looting, gang violence (with machetes, when guns are 
unavailable), and such spontaneous acts of public despair as piling corpses across a street to protest the 
lack of aid (thus creating a roadblock against its delivery), must all have been predictable, from past 
experience of delivering aid after hurricane disasters. The collapse even of surviving infrastructure, and of all 
government services, went without saying. ... 



...For such reasons as I've sketched above, they are already tripping over each other. According to reports, 
the airport at Port-au-Prince is blocked with the accumulation of planes that cannot be refueled; the city's 
hospitals collapsed; inmates of the main prison escaped. Rescuers are not to be blamed when making their 
best efforts. ... 

...But the same informants who described to me the worst of Haiti, often also described the best: exhilarating 
encounters with warm, kindly, often very creative and thoughtful people, who were no less "typically Haitian" 
than members of machete gangs. An earthquake makes no distinctions between them. ... 

  
  
Hugh Hewitt interviews Mark Steyn on a number of current topics, including Game Change, the 
new book about the election. 

HH: Yeah, what’s remarkable, the people who come off the worst, though, is the media, because you’ve got 
Hillary and Bill wandering around obsessing about President Obama’s past drug use and not being 
reported… 

MS: Right. 

HH: …Hillary muttering about Obama’s mother being a communist. I mean, there’s all sorts of stuff in this 
book. 

MS: Right, right, right. 

HH: None of it made it into the media. 

...HH: Hillary at one point says, “Am I the only one who sees the arrogance? Does it not bother other 
people? Bill says he’s an, “off the rack Chicago politician.” Over and over again, they’re amazed he’s an 
empty suit, and they can’t touch him. 

MS: Well, and the arrogance thing, and I think Hillary is right. I think there is, that you can certainly make the 
case, I mean, I’m not someone who cares about sexism and mean-spiritedness, and all the other 
obsessions of the Democratic Party. But I think if you do, then I think that you can certainly make the case 
that Hillary was the victim of that, that in fact, he’s in many ways a quite unpleasant man, this sort of curious 
habit he has of composing himself so that his hand on his face appears to be flipping the finger at you, which 
he has done a significant number of times, toward political opponents, that it doesn’t seem like an accidental 
gesture. And I think this is the question….somebody said to me before the election, Obama isn’t cool, he’s 
cold, he’s cold. And I think that’s what America saw in the performances after Fort Hood and the 
Pantybomber. ... 

  
  
In the National Journal, Charlie Cook discusses the disconnect between the political struggle 
over Obamacare, and the economic struggle facing so many Americans. 
...Last week's disappointing December unemployment report was the final blow in what was already a bad 
week for Democrats. One of the most sobering findings in the report was that if 661,000 Americans had not 
given up even looking for work that month, the unemployment rate would have moved up rather than holding 
steady at a horrific 10 percent. 

Most economists had been expecting an increase of about 50,000 jobs in December; instead, the total 
declined by 85,000. Some 6.1 million Americans, the highest number in the post-World War II era, have 
been unemployed for 27 weeks or more. The "U-6" rate of unemployment, which adds in people who are 



working part-time while seeking full-time work and those who have stopped looking, stands at 17.3 percent, 
the highest level in the 15 years that the Labor Department has calculated it. 

...Another piece of bad news was the distressing late-December report that the housing sector's slow 
improvement had stalled, raising the specter of a second dip. As Wellesley College economist Karl Case, 
one of the developers of the definitive Standard & Poor's/Case-Shiller home price index, told The New York 
Times recently, "I'm worried. Everyone's worried." He added, "If prices sink 15 percent from here, which is a 
possibility, and the 2008 and 2009 loans go bad, then we're back where we were before -- in a nightmare." 
Faster action in Congress to renew (or even increase) the tax credit for first-time homebuyers might have 
boosted housing prices, which in turn would have improved mortgage lenders' balance sheets. ... 

  
  
Good news! Bret Schundler, once mayor of Jersey City, is back. In the NYTimes, David 
Halbfinger discusses New Jersey Governor-elect Chris Christie's appointments. 
...The nomination of Bret D. Schundler to the post underscored the governor’s determination to press ahead 
with his push for school vouchers, more charter schools and merit pay for teachers.  

It was the first selection by Mr. Christie to suggest even the possibility of a confirmation battle with 
Democrats, who control both houses of the Legislature. Thus far, the governor-elect has chosen nominees 
heavy on managerial experience, if lacking in drama or outsized personalities, and drawn bipartisan praise 
for his selections. ... 

...“We agree on the type of significant reform that needs to happen in our educational system here in New 
Jersey,” Mr. Christie said in making the announcement at the State House. “I want a strong, reasonable, 
bold leader who’s going to help me implement those policies.” ... 

  
  
Richard McKenzie, in the WSJ, writes an interesting article about the successes 
of orphanages. 
...I watched the Gingrich-Clinton debate with a personal interest, having grown up in an orphanage in North 
Carolina in the 1950s. I wrote a column for this newspaper defending my own orphanage and others like it: 
"Most critics would like the public to believe that those of us who went through orphanages were throttled by 
the experience. No doubt, some were. However, most have charged on." The children at Barium Springs 
Home for Children worked a lot and didn't get the hugs many children take for granted, but we did get 
advantages that many children today don't get—a sense of security, permanence and home.  

I was shocked by the number of orphanage alumni who called, faxed or emailed in agreement. What's more, 
many added, "My orphanage was better than yours," which made me wonder if the experts knew what they 
were talking about.  

During the past decade I have surveyed more than 2,500 alumni from 15 American orphanages. In two 
journal articles, I reported the same general conclusion: The orphanage alumni have outpaced their 
counterparts in the general population often by wide margins in almost all social and economic measures, 
including educational attainment, income and positive attitude toward life. White orphanage alumni had a 
39% higher rate of college graduation than white Americans of the same age in the general population, and 
less than 3% had hostile memories of their orphanage experiences. University of Alabama historian David 
Beito replicated the study with several hundred alumni from another orphanage, reaching much the same 
conclusions. ... 

  
 
 



Jonathan Leake and Chris Hastings report in the Times, UK, that climate scientists are having 
more problems with facts.  

A warning that climate change will melt most of the Himalayan glaciers by 2035 is likely to be retracted after 
a series of scientific blunders by the United Nations body that issued it.  

Two years ago the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) issued a benchmark report that was 
claimed to incorporate the latest and most detailed research into the impact of global warming. A central 
claim was the world's glaciers were melting so fast that those in the Himalayas could vanish by 2035.  

In the past few days the scientists behind the warning have admitted that it was based on a news story in 
the New Scientist, a popular science journal, published eight years before the IPCC's 2007 report. ... 

...Hasnain has since admitted that the claim was "speculation" and was not supported by any formal 
research. If confirmed it would be one of the most serious failures yet seen in climate research. The IPCC 
was set up precisely to ensure that world leaders had the best possible scientific advice on climate change. 
... 

 
 
 

  
Power Line 
Dueling rallies in Massachusetts  
by Paul Mirengoff 

President Obama came to Massachusetts yesterday in a last-minute effort to preserve his party's filibuster 
proof majority in the Senate. He did so at a rally at the campus of Northeastern University in Boston which 
featured the Massachusetts political establishment. Scott Brown countered with a rally in Worcester which 
featured Massachusetts sports legends Curt Schillling and Doug Flutie. 

I didn't watch the dueling rallies, but this report by Politico leaves the impression that Brown may well have 
won the duel, or at least that if Martha Coakley needed a big day, she probably came up short. 

Politico's account has Scott Brown driving home a straightforward message, the same one that's been 
behind his remarkable surge: 

Brown took the stage at his own capacity rally in Worcester and surrounded himself with a group of New 
England underdogs to underline his theme as a political insurgent taking on a Democratic "machine."  

"This Senate seat does not belong to no one person and no one political party - it belongs to the people of 
Massachusetts," Brown said, repeating what has become the message of his campaign since a debate last 
Monday when he was asked about "the Kennedy seat."  

Promising independence at a time when voters are increasingly disgusted at the political establishment, 
Brown said: "I will be nobody's senator but yours."  

By contrast, Obama and the Massachusetts establishment appeared before "a college heavy crowd" to 
engage in what sounds like hand-wringing over the fact that, now that they are in power, they can no longer 
pose as outsiders. 

Obama and a parade of Democrats who appeared on stage before a crowd a local fire official put at 1,100 at 
Northeastern's modest gymnasium spent much of their time trying to explain to the audience, and to 



themselves, how they had lost their grip on the public "anger" - a word that has replaced "hope" as the 
emotion Democrats are trying to channel.  

"The people of Massachusetts are angry, like they should be," said Rep. Michael Capuano, a fiery Boston-
area liberal who lost in the Democratic primary while running a different, more combative campaign that 
many local party officials now wish Coakley had run.  

"They need to focus that anger in the right direction" - at "the people who put us in this position," Capuano 
said.  

Obama offered his own analysis of the voters' anger.  

"There were going to be some who stood on the sidelines, who were protectors of the big banks, protectors 
of the big insurance companies, protectors of the big drug companies who were going to say, 'You know 
what, we can take advantage of this crisis,'" he told the crowd. 

When the Dems find themselves explaining to a friendly "college heavy crowd" that folks shouldn't hate 
them, they could be in trouble. A campaign rally for an embattled Senatorial candidate seems like the wrong 
venue for Obama and company to be asking "why do they hate us." Nor will many undecided voters be 
impressed by an answer that does not include the Dems' efforts to ram through Congress an unpopular 
health care plan.  

Obama did attack Brown, but not very powerfully: 

Obama also aimed to sow doubts about the likeable Brown, who has flummoxed Democrats with a regular-
guy image underscored by a commercial that features him driving his GMC pickup truck.  

"He's driving his truck around the Commonwealth, and he says that, you know he gets you, he fights for you, 
that he'll be an independent voice," said Obama.  

"Well, you've got to look under the hood, because what you learn makes you wonder," Obama said. "When 
you listen closely to what he's been saying, it's very clear that he's going to do exactly the same thing in 
Washington. So look, forget the ads, everybody can run slick ads. Forget the truck. Everybody can buy a 
truck."  

It's not clear what Obama gains by reminding voters of Brown's message -- that he's a man of the people 
who promises independence. 

Obama hit Brown on one issue: 

Obama also attacked Brown for opposing his proposed fee on big banks, a populist strand that the White 
House and its allies began driving in earnest late last week.  

"Martha's opponent is already walking in lockstep with Washington Republicans opposing that fee and 
defending the same fat cats who are being rewarded for their failure," Obama said.  

Not a bad shot, but probably not worth a trip to Boston to deliver. 

The bottom line, I think, is that today's events did nothing to stem the tide in favor of Brown among 
independents, who make up more than half of the Massachusetts electorate. If anything, the gathering of 
Massachusetts pols would have reinforced the view that Brown is the best choice for independent voters. 

Any headway Obama may have made on Coakley's behalf would consist of increasing turnout among the 
faithful, especially those who might otherwise be unlikely to show up on election day. But can one 
appearance in a college gym accomplish this to any appreciable extent? 



  
  
ABC News  -  Political Punch 
Martha Coakley: A Democratic Canary in a Coalmine? 
by Jake Tapper 

Political operatives say the Senate race in Massachusetts between Democratic state attorney general 
Martha Coakley and Republican state senator Scott Brown is too close to call. But the fact that President 
Obama felt the need to fly to the Bay State to campaign for a Democrat in one of the most Democratic states 
in the nation speaks volumes about the ugly climate for Democratic candidates. 

Coakley has run an imperfect campaign and has had a rough couple weeks. But, as one senior White 
House official acknowledged to me, "in Massachusetts, even after a rough couple weeks the Democrat 
should be ahead." Polls have Coakley and Brown neck and neck. 

At the rally in Boston for Coakley yesterday, President Obama said a few things worth paying attention to: 

1) Feigned Nonchalance:   

The president said of Brown: "I don't know him, he may be a perfectly nice guy. I don't know his record, but I 
don't know whether he's been fighting for you up until now."  

But he also revealed some fairly intimate knowledge of Brown and the race: "He voted with the Republicans 
96 percent of the time," the president said of Brown's time in the Massachusetts legislature. "Ninety-six 
percent of the time." He took on one of Brown's best lines during the campaign, when he pushed back on a 
debate question about sitting in "Teddy Kennedy's seat" and said it's "the people's seat." 

"There's been a lot said in this race that this is not the Kennedy seat it's the people's seat," President 
Obama said. "And let me tell you that the first person who would agree with that is Teddy Kennedy." 

And he went after one of Brown's signature shticks, his old pickup truck, used to convey Everyman appeal. 
"You've got to look under the hood," President Obama said. "Forget the truck. Everybody can buy a truck." 

Clearly President Obama -- as he should -- is well aware of Brown's record. 

2) Health Care Reform? What Health Care Reform?:  

Last week President Obama attempted to reassure House Democrats that health care reform would be a 
political winner. 

“If Republicans want to campaign against what we've done by standing up for the status quo and for 
insurance companies over American families and businesses, that is a fight I want to have," he said. "I'll be 
out there waging a great campaign from one end of the country to the other, telling Americans with 
insurance or without what they stand to gain about the arsenal of consumer protections; about the long-
awaited stability that they're going to begin to experience.  And I'm going to tell them that I am proud we are 
putting the future of America before the politics of the moment -- the next generation before the next 
election.” 

But in Boston -- a fairly hospitable "one end of the country" -- the president did not directly mention the 
health care reform legislation, opposition to which Brown has made one of the signatures of his campaign. 
He talked about Coakley being on the side of the people, and Brown on the side of the insurance industry, 
but there was no direct reference to Brown being the key vote against passage of the health care reform bill.  



This was an obvious sign that the White House knows just how unpopular the legislation currently is, 
regardless of what the president told House Democrats last week. 

3) I Feel Your Anger:  

The president acknowledged voter anger in a more stark way than I can recall him ever doing. (And again: 
this is in Massachusetts!)  

"The anger there is real," a White House official told me, and it's replicated all over the country. 

"People are frustrated and they're angry, and they have every right to be," President Obama said, "I 
understand. Because progress is slow, and no matter how much progress we make, it can’t come fast 
enough for the people who need help right now, today." 

He went on to paint Brown and the GOP as exploiting that "pain and anger to score a few political points. 
There are always folks who think that the best way to solve these problems are to demonize others. And, 
unfortunately, we're seeing some of that politics in Massachusetts today.  

"You know, we always knew that change was going to be hard. And what we also understood -- I 
understood this the minute I was sworn into office -- was that there were going to be some who stood on the 
sidelines, who were protectors of the big banks, and protectors of the big insurance companies, protectors of 
the big drug companies, who would say, 'You know what, we can take advantage of this crisis -- because it's 
going to be so bad, even though we helped initiate these policies, there's going to be a sleight of hand here 
because we're going to let Democrats take responsibility. We're going to let them make the tough choices. 
We're going to let them rescue the economy. And then we can tap into that anger and that frustration.' 

"It's the oldest play in the book," the president said.  

It’s not that the White House has been unaware of how ugly the 2010 midterms could be for Democrats. But 
however this race turns out, the closeness of the Coakley-Brown race is an ominous sign for Democrats. 

4) Planning for a Brown Win:  

This was unsaid at the rally, but one other thing worth noting is that the White House is obviously preparing 
a strategy for health care reform in case Coakley loses.  

As we reported previously, the White House would want the House pass the Senate bill, so the Senate 
doesn’t have to vote any more on the matter in the new post-supermajority Senate with Scott Brown. 

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., has told the White House that she’s skeptical the House would pass 
that legislation, given the stark differences in some areas, but Senate Democrats and White House officials 
would push hard the notion that the bills are 90 percent similar and not doing so would be allowing the 
insurance companies to win. House Democrats would want Senate Democrats force the bill through by 
bypassing normal Senate rules and passing the legislation through the "reconciliation" process -- requiring 
only 50 votes. That would even allow some moderates to peel away.  

But White House officials note that reconciliation is only for budget matters so the most popular parts of the 
bill involving insurance reforms -- banning the denial of coverage based on pre-existing conditions, for 
instance -- would not be part of that bill. 

  
  
  
 



NY Times 
The Underlying Tragedy 
by David Brooks  

On Oct. 17, 1989, a major earthquake with a magnitude of 7.0 struck the Bay Area in Northern California. 
Sixty-three people were killed. This week, a major earthquake, also measuring a magnitude of 7.0, struck 
near Port-au-Prince, Haiti. The Red Cross estimates that between 45,000 and 50,000 people have died. 

This is not a natural disaster story. This is a poverty story. It’s a story about poorly constructed buildings, 
bad infrastructure and terrible public services. On Thursday, President Obama told the people of Haiti: “You 
will not be forsaken; you will not be forgotten.” If he is going to remain faithful to that vow then he is going to 
have to use this tragedy as an occasion to rethink our approach to global poverty. He’s going to have to 
acknowledge a few difficult truths. 

The first of those truths is that we don’t know how to use aid to reduce poverty. Over the past few decades, 
the world has spent trillions of dollars to generate growth in the developing world. The countries that have 
not received much aid, like China, have seen tremendous growth and tremendous poverty reductions. The 
countries that have received aid, like Haiti, have not. 

In the recent anthology “What Works in Development?,” a group of economists try to sort out what we’ve 
learned. The picture is grim. There are no policy levers that consistently correlate to increased growth. There 
is nearly zero correlation between how a developing economy does one decade and how it does the next. 
There is no consistently proven way to reduce corruption. Even improving governing institutions doesn’t 
seem to produce the expected results. 

The chastened tone of these essays is captured by the economist Abhijit Banerjee: “It is not clear to us that 
the best way to get growth is to do growth policy of any form. Perhaps making growth happen is ultimately 
beyond our control.” 

The second hard truth is that micro-aid is vital but insufficient. Given the failures of macrodevelopment, aid 
organizations often focus on microprojects. More than 10,000 organizations perform missions of this sort in 
Haiti. By some estimates, Haiti has more nongovernmental organizations per capita than any other place on 
earth. They are doing the Lord’s work, especially these days, but even a blizzard of these efforts does not 
seem to add up to comprehensive change. 

Third, it is time to put the thorny issue of culture at the center of efforts to tackle global poverty. Why is Haiti 
so poor? Well, it has a history of oppression, slavery and colonialism. But so does Barbados, and Barbados 
is doing pretty well. Haiti has endured ruthless dictators, corruption and foreign invasions. But so has the 
Dominican Republic, and the D.R. is in much better shape. Haiti and the Dominican Republic share the 
same island and the same basic environment, yet the border between the two societies offers one of the 
starkest contrasts on earth — with trees and progress on one side, and deforestation and poverty and early 
death on the other. 

As Lawrence E. Harrison explained in his book “The Central Liberal Truth,” Haiti, like most of the world’s 
poorest nations, suffers from a complex web of progress-resistant cultural influences. There is the influence 
of the voodoo religion, which spreads the message that life is capricious and planning futile. There are high 
levels of social mistrust. Responsibility is often not internalized. Child-rearing practices often involve neglect 
in the early years and harsh retribution when kids hit 9 or 10. 

We’re all supposed to politely respect each other’s cultures. But some cultures are more progress-resistant 
than others, and a horrible tragedy was just exacerbated by one of them. 



Fourth, it’s time to promote locally led paternalism. In this country, we first tried to tackle poverty by throwing 
money at it, just as we did abroad. Then we tried microcommunity efforts, just as we did abroad. But the 
programs that really work involve intrusive paternalism. 

These programs, like the Harlem Children’s Zone and the No Excuses schools, are led by people who figure 
they don’t understand all the factors that have contributed to poverty, but they don’t care. They are going to 
replace parts of the local culture with a highly demanding, highly intensive culture of achievement — 
involving everything from new child-rearing practices to stricter schools to better job performance. 

It’s time to take that approach abroad, too. It’s time to find self-confident local leaders who will create No 
Excuses countercultures in places like Haiti, surrounding people — maybe just in a neighborhood or a 
school — with middle-class assumptions, an achievement ethos and tough, measurable demands. 

The late political scientist Samuel P. Huntington used to acknowledge that cultural change is hard, but 
cultures do change after major traumas. This earthquake is certainly a trauma. The only question is whether 
the outside world continues with the same old, same old.  

  
  
Ottawa Citizen 
A prayer for Haiti 
by David Warren 

The epicentre of the earthquake that levelled Port-au-Prince this week was at a known distance west-south-
west of the city, and at a known shallow depth. Although the date of the earthquake could not be predicted, it 
was known to be fairly inevitable. 

The amplitude of the first "temblor" and each of more than a dozen powerful aftershocks could all be 
measured and possibly predicted. Given all this information, it would also have been possible to predict with 
fair accuracy how much overall damage would be done -- that most large masonry buildings would likely 
come down. 

A knowledge of Haiti itself already provides intending rescuers with some idea of the difficulties they face in 
delivering food, water, medicine, and shelter. Looting, gang violence (with machetes, when guns are 
unavailable), and such spontaneous acts of public despair as piling corpses across a street to protest the 
lack of aid (thus creating a roadblock against its delivery), must all have been predictable, from past 
experience of delivering aid after hurricane disasters. The collapse even of surviving infrastructure, and of all 
government services, went without saying. 

But while all this could be expected, no one can reasonably be blamed. The Red Cross and other 
international relief agencies, the U.S. military and all national agencies in the developed countries are 
primed for disaster response anywhere. They can hardly be maintained in readiness for sudden events in 
specific locations. 

All this should go without saying, but needs to be said to understand what is involved in Haitian relief efforts. 
There is no shortage of supplies and equipment at the ready -- the "donors' conferences" will find little 
resistance to committing them -- and people from all over the world will send heartfelt money. National 
agencies will even be a little competitive in their eagerness to prove their own preparedness and usefulness. 

For such reasons as I've sketched above, they are already tripping over each other. According to reports, 
the airport at Port-au-Prince is blocked with the accumulation of planes that cannot be refuelled; the city's 
hospitals collapsed; inmates of the main prison escaped. Rescuers are not to be blamed when making their 
best efforts. 



It is in human nature to look for scapegoats, however: to find someone with a public identity to blame, since 
there is no satisfaction in blaming everyone. Sometimes, the accused are guilty as charged, but as often 
they were the very men and women with the clearest understanding of the evils, who did most to contain 
them. Their ill-luck is simply to become "the face associated with it." One thinks of the great medical 
researchers, whose reward is to have the most hideous diseases named in their honour. The rain falls on 
the just and unjust, and curses fall in the same way. 

Pat Robertson, the American evangelical, has brought down contumely on himself for his curious assertion 
that Haiti is suffering divine retribution, for some pact made with the devil, a very long time ago. Before we 
begin cursing him for this, let us at least observe that he appears to be raising more money for relief efforts 
than any of his self-appointed moral superiors. His remarks were extremely tasteless, but then, what should 
we think of contemporary tastes? 

Nor would I dismiss the Biblical idea of divine retribution, except to note, it is Biblical. We humans are in no 
position to read the mind of God, and those of "catholic" or "orthodox" faith should know better than to claim 
this ability. The reader who wants to contemplate this mystery would better puzzle on the Bible, than on the 
prophecies of Pat Robertson. 

I have never been to Haiti, but have met people quite familiar with the place. Each has depicted a "broken 
society," getting "broker" continuously over the last generation or two; a country unable to rise to the task of 
governing itself without tyranny. There are many such countries in our world; and in every case there are 
plausible historical explanations for how they got that way. Mr. Robertson's own off-the-cuff comparison of 
Haiti to the Dominican Republic -- a far more successful country that shares the same island -- did not lack 
acuity. 

But the same informants who described to me the worst of Haiti, often also described the best: exhilarating 
encounters with warm, kindly, often very creative and thoughtful people, who were no less "typically Haitian" 
than members of machete gangs. An earthquake makes no distinctions between them. 

The moral theatre is not in the earthquake, but in the response to it. We pray inwardly for the relief of 
suffering, out of empathy, as we should. But then we should pray the poor people of this smashed city and 
nation will themselves rise from the ruins, and make the best that can be made of their terrible suffering. 

  
  
Hugh Hewitt Interviews 
Mark Steyn on why Haiti is such a disaster, and opens up on the Massachusetts Senate 
election next week 

HH: I begin this Thursday with Columnist To the World, Mark Steyn, www.steynonline.com. Very few people 
have traveled as far around the globe as Mark. Mark, have you ever seen anything remotely approaching 
this Haiti thing?  

MS: No, because I think Haiti is, certainly in the Western Hemisphere, as near as you can get to an entirely 
non-functioning state. By the standards of the Caribbean, it’s a failure and a disaster before the earthquake 
strikes. If an earthquake had happened to strike the Bahamas, or even the Turks And Caicos, it would not 
have looked like this. And that’s why although earthquakes are indiscriminatory, and the earthquake 
certainly doesn’t have any preferences to whether Haiti or the Dominican Republic, is either side of the 
border line, the impact of the earthquake is certainly very different according to what side of the line you’re 
on.  

HH: Mark Steyn, I know, I assume, and I think I’m right about this that you’ll agree with me in rejecting Pat 
Robertson’s analysis of why this happened. But why is it that Haiti is such a basket case? 



MS: Well, for a start, it was a French colony rather than a British colony. I mean, we can make that 
comparison almost anywhere in the world. I’m a bit of an old school British imperialist, and I know obviously 
the majority of your listeners for very good historical reasons will have a different view on that, but generally, 
and it’s a good guide in the world, even in the worst parts of the world, that if you’re trying to do business, it’s 
easier to do business in Malaysia, say, than Indonesia. And if you’re trying to do business, obviously, you’re 
better off in Jamaica than Cuba, and you’re certainly better off in Jamaica than in Haiti. And I think what it is, 
is that no nation was ever really built there. It’s always very moving to me when you go to the British 
Caribbean, if you go to Barbados or the Bahamas, or wherever, and you go into those little parliaments, 
which are like little, mini Westminsters, you see the speaker with his wig, and the mace, and hansard, just 
like in London or Ottawa or Canberra, whatever one feels about imperialism, functioning societies were built 
there. There has never been a functioning civil society or public infrastructure in Haiti. And so when a natural 
phenomenon strikes, it’s devastating there, not just by comparison with an earthquake in California, but even 
by the standards of an earthquake in Iran, for example.  

HH: I am hopeful that, when we come back, I’ll talk more about the relief effort in Haiti, but I’m hopeful 
maybe we can get the British imperialists to take over Chicago for a while, and introduce some semblance of 
civilized government there. I’ve just finished reading the new book Game Change. Have you had a chance 
to read that yet, Mark Steyn? 

MS: No, I only know these various juicy bits that have been leaked over the last few days.  

HH: Well, I wrote a very long review of it for Townhall. It’s up there today. But what’s amazing is even though 
they set out not to hurt Obama, Heilmann and Halperin end up bruising him badly. He comes off as insecure 
and needing reassurance, self-important, cynical, megalomaniacal, petulant, spoiled, touchy, vain, 
hypocritical, over-weaning, deceptive, and those are the good parts.  

MS: Yeah, and you know what I find interesting about that is that I think that’s true of a lot of Obama 
boosters generally, that they don’t realize, even when they’re trying to paint him in a good light, they don’t 
realize that to a whole bunch of people, it comes over in a bad light. It’s like a lot of those photographs they 
put up at the official White House website, that they think makes him look the coolest president ever, and 
which just make him look arrogant and disconnected to people who don’t share that view. I mean, there’s a 
lot of people who don’t particularly want a cool president for a start, but who don’t see it as something 
incredibly, fantastically cool, but just see a man who seems disconnected. And so I think that particularly has 
come into play since his disastrous performance after the Christmas Day attempt to take down that airliner. 

HH: Yeah, what’s remarkable, the people who come off the worst, though, is the media, because you’ve got 
Hillary and Bill wandering around obsessing about President Obama’s past drug use and not being 
reported… 

MS: Right. 

HH: …Hillary muttering about Obama’s mother being a communist. I mean, there’s all sorts of stuff in this 
book. 

MS: Right, right, right. 

HH: None of it made it into the media. 

MS: No, and I think that was a conscious, obviously that was a conscious decision. There was a great 
phalanx of protection around him. I remember the one time I saw him speak in New Hampshire, down in 
Southern New Hampshire somewhere, and he was, you know, he was ordinary. He was ordinary. And what 
was strange to me is that after the buildup in the press that he was this incredible being, this revolutionary 
being, this transformative being, that what struck me was just how sort of ordinary he was. And I made the 
mistake of, which I should know better of, of assuming that my colleagues in the press couldn’t all be so 
misguided and deluded, and perhaps I’d caught him on a bad day. But I think we’ve seen, actually, when we 



see him stagger through these listless, lifeless performances he gives, that in fact that is the real Obama, 
and the media invented a kind of alternative one out of their own kinky fantasies.  

HH: Hillary at one point says, “Am I the only one who sees the arrogance? Does it not bother other people? 
Bill says he’s an, “off the rack Chicago politician.” Over and over again, they’re amazed he’s an empty suit, 
and they can’t touch him. 

MS: Well, and the arrogance thing, and I think Hillary is right. I think there is, that you can certainly make the 
case, I mean, I’m not someone who cares about sexism and mean-spiritedness, and all the other 
obsessions of the Democratic Party. But I think if you do, then I think that you can certainly make the case 
that Hillary was the victim of that, that in fact, he’s in many ways a quite unpleasant man, this sort of curious 
habit he has of composing himself so that his hand on his face appears to be flipping the finger at you, which 
he has done a significant number of times, toward political opponents, that it doesn’t seem like an accidental 
gesture. And I think this is the question….somebody said to me before the election, Obama isn’t cool, he’s 
cold, he’s cold. And I think that’s what America saw in the performances after Fort Hood and the 
Pantybomber.  

HH: I’m also beginning to think he’s completely tin-eared politically. They’ve managed to take a terrible bill, 
the health care bill today, Mark Steyn, and make it even worse by unbelievably carving out a special deal for 
union members. If you’re a union member, you’re not going to have to pay the Cadillac tax. Thus if you’re an 
automobile worker in Tennessee… 

MS: Yeah. 

HH: You’re going to pay the Cadillac tax because you’re not unionized. But if you’re up in falling apart 
Michigan, you’re not going to pay it. I think this is going to…I think it may tip the Massachusetts Senate race 
to Scott Brown as people say to themselves, this is an out of control special interest Chicago meltdown. 

MS: Yeah, and this is what it is. This is why I used to be a pessimist when I first started talking about this 
with you, Hugh. I thought we were heading for something as disastrous as Britain and Canada. But in fact, I 
think it’s going to be a disaster on a far worse scale than that, because if you take government health care, 
but you filter it through this corrupt and disgusting horse trading that’s going on, the one thing you can say 
about the Canadian or British system is that there is an equality of awfulness. This idea of carving out 
special exemptions for favored clients of the Democratic Party, I mean, I hope Scott Brown wins in his 
special election, because I think that would be a huge, symbolic act to take what those arrogant Democrats 
in that decrepit one-party state of Massachusetts keep calling Ted Kennedy’s seat, and to reclaim it for the 
people, because of the disaster, the corrupt, disgusting disaster of health care, would be a huge, symbolic 
victory.  

HH: Now what’s your sense of your neighbors to the south, Mark Steyn? There’s some interesting polling 
out shows Coakley still has a couple of point edge in a few of these polls, larger in others, but there seems 
to be a lot of momentum for Scott Brown, www.brownforussenate.com. What’s your instinct tell you? 

MS: Yeah, I think Martha Coakley, the question is whether Martha Coakley can recover to get herself a 
margin of victory. And she has no feeling for politics at all. She’s a classically stupid career politician. These 
half-wit observations that all the terrorists have gone from Afghanistan, so why do we need to be there now, 
this sort of insulated attitude that if you ask her a hostile question, you’re stalking her, this woman is simply 
too stupid. I mean, I say this in a bipartisan spirit, because I thought it about that ridiculous Republican 
nominee in whatever New York Congressional district that was up by the Quebec border. 

HH: Scozzafava, yeah. 

MS: Scozzafave, yeah. I thought the same thing there. I think this woman is simply too stupid. 100 
Americans out of 300 million get to be United States Senators. Even a decrepit one-party state like 
Massachusetts can do better than this pathetic husk, brain dead, non-functioning husk of a politician.  



HH: On that note, Mark Steyn, thank you. We’ll talk next week, and hopefully, we’ll be tipping glasses and 
celebrating Scott Brown’s ascension to the United States Senate – www.brownforussenate.com. Thank you, 
Mark Steyn, www.steynonline.com. 

  
  
  
  
  
  
National Journal 
Colossal Miscalculation On Health Care 
Obama and Hill Democrats should have focused much more on the economy. 
by Charlie Cook 

Honorable and intelligent people can disagree over the substance and details of what President Obama and 
congressional Democrats are trying to do on health care reform and climate change. But nearly a year after 
Obama's inauguration, judging by where the Democrats stand today, it's clear that they have made a 
colossal miscalculation. 

The latest unemployment and housing numbers underscore the folly of their decision to pay so much 
attention to health care and climate change instead of focusing on the economy "like a laser beam," as 
President Clinton pledged to do during his 1992 campaign. Although no one can fairly accuse Obama and 
his party's leaders of ignoring the economy, they certainly haven't focused on it like a laser beam. 

Last week's disappointing December unemployment report was the final blow in what was already a bad 
week for Democrats. One of the most sobering findings in the report was that if 661,000 Americans had not 
given up even looking for work that month, the unemployment rate would have moved up rather than holding 
steady at a horrific 10 percent. 

Most economists had been expecting an increase of about 50,000 jobs in December; instead, the total 
declined by 85,000. Some 6.1 million Americans, the highest number in the post-World War II era, have 
been unemployed for 27 weeks or more. The "U-6" rate of unemployment, which adds in people who are 
working part-time while seeking full-time work and those who have stopped looking, stands at 17.3 percent, 
the highest level in the 15 years that the Labor Department has calculated it. 

A number of economists expect that unemployment will get worse before it gets better. Even if that 
prediction is wrong, some analysts estimate that Labor's household employment survey would have to show 
a net increase of 150,000 jobs a month for 48 straight months for the unemployment rate to drop to just 9 
percent. 

Since World War II, unemployment has exceeded 8 percent in a total of only 12 months in even-numbered 
(meaning, congressional election) years. All 12 months were in 1982. 

Even before December's negative jobs report, economist Robert Reich, who was Labor secretary in the 
Clinton administration, wrote on talkingpointsmemo.com that "the chances of unemployment being 10 
percent next November are overwhelmingly high." The number of newly created jobs will be offset by 
discouraged workers beginning to once again seek employment, Reich predicted, resulting in little change in 
the overall unemployment rate. Could joblessness still be above 9 percent when the 2012 presidential 
election year begins? 

Another piece of bad news was the distressing late-December report that the housing sector's slow 
improvement had stalled, raising the specter of a second dip. As Wellesley College economist Karl Case, 
one of the developers of the definitive Standard & Poor's/Case-Shiller home price index, told The New York 



Times recently, "I'm worried. Everyone's worried." He added, "If prices sink 15 percent from here, which is a 
possibility, and the 2008 and 2009 loans go bad, then we're back where we were before -- in a nightmare." 
Faster action in Congress to renew (or even increase) the tax credit for first-time homebuyers might have 
boosted housing prices, which in turn would have improved mortgage lenders' balance sheets. 

Much of the political debate, meanwhile, has been obsessed with details of competing health care reform 
bills. Some analysts have wondered whether Democrats in Congress would be better off passing an 
unpopular bill or risking the consequences of failing to pass one at all. More to the point, though, is the 
probability that if Obama and Hill Democrats had taken a more modest approach to health care reform, they 
could have pivoted back to jobs and the economy sooner. It doesn't take much imagination to envision 
Obama declaring, "Health care reform is a journey; not a single step. We are today laying a foundation on 
which America can build better health care." 

As political analyst and data-cruncher extraordinaire Rhodes Cook noted in the December issue of The 
Rhodes Cook Letter, no other president in the past half-century has seen his Gallup job-approval rating drop 
as far as Obama's has in his first year (down 21 points), and no president in that same half-century has seen 
his approval rating go up, even as much as 1 point, between the end of his first year and the eve of his first 
midterm election. 

Obama and his party have no doubt taken on big and important fights. But given the nation's tremendous 
economic troubles, they don't seem to have picked the most urgent ones. 

  
  
NY Times 
To Lead Schools, Christie Picks Voucher Advocate 
by David M. Halbfinger  

TRENTON — The man once described by teachers’ union leaders as “the antithesis of everything we hold 
sacred about public education” was chosen to serve as state education commissioner by Governor-elect 
Christopher J. Christie on Wednesday. 

The nomination of Bret D. Schundler to the post underscored the governor’s determination to press ahead 
with his push for school vouchers, more charter schools and merit pay for teachers.  

It was the first selection by Mr. Christie to suggest even the possibility of a confirmation battle with 
Democrats, who control both houses of the Legislature. Thus far, the governor-elect has chosen nominees 
heavy on managerial experience, if lacking in drama or outsized personalities, and drawn bipartisan praise 
for his selections. 

Mr. Schundler, 50, was a favorite of the conservative wing of the Republican Party and a leading voice for 
school-choice advocates during his nine years as mayor of Jersey City, but he failed in two runs for 
governor, in 2001 and 2005.  

“We agree on the type of significant reform that needs to happen in our educational system here in New 
Jersey,” Mr. Christie said in making the announcement at the State House. “I want a strong, reasonable, 
bold leader who’s going to help me implement those policies.” 

Still, some of the ideas that made him a polarizing figure to unions and Democratic leaders have become 
more mainstream, with even President Obama signaling interest in merit pay and promoting the expansion 
of charter schools. On Wednesday, the teachers’ union issued a statement that refrained from criticizing the 
choice. 



His nomination — made as the Rev. Reginald Jackson, director of the Black Ministers Council, looked on 
approvingly — captivated New Jersey’s political class on Wednesday. 

“Wow! Are you serious?” Senator Raymond J. Lesniak of Elizabeth said when told of Mr. Schundler’s 
selection. Mr. Lesniak said he was thrilled.  

Mr. Lesniak, a Democrat who has broken with the powerful New Jersey Education Association in sponsoring 
a bill to create a pilot school-voucher program, said Mr. Schundler’s fate would depend largely on the three 
Democratic senators from Hudson County. The nominee’s name is submitted to those senators, as a formal 
courtesy, but they could break with custom and block it if they choose. 

One of them, Senator Nicholas J. Sacco of North Bergen, is a school administrator and a past president of 
an affiliate of the teachers’ union. In an interview, he vowed to keep an “open mind.” 

“I do believe that the governor has a right to make his choices,” he said, “but I do have somewhat of a 
concern about this particular choice.” 

What had been a slow rollout of appointments since the election is becoming a flurry this week, as Mr. 
Christie, who will take office on Tuesday, also unveiled his choices for commissioners of transportation and 
the environment and for new director of New Jersey Transit. 

His pick for treasurer, to be announced Thursday, is Andrew S. Eristoff, a former New York City councilman 
who served as city finance commissioner under Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani and state commissioner of tax 
and finance under Gov. George E. Pataki. 

Mr. Eristoff ran for State Senate in 2002 but was defeated. In 2007, he unsuccessfully sought appointment 
to the vacant state comptroller’s job after Alan G. Hevesi’s resignation.  

The governor-elect’s first choice for treasurer, Robert E. Grady, a former White House budget officer under 
President George H. W. Bush and, earlier, an aide to Gov. Thomas H. Kean, declined to join the Christie 
administration, but will be named as chairman of a new council of economic advisers, according to officials 
told of the governor-elect’s plans. Mr. Grady and his wife recently built a home in Jackson, Wyo., where they 
are raising two young children, and Mr. Grady, 52, has told people he hopes to run for the Senate there 
someday. 

The new administration will also be heavily populated with former federal prosecutors.  

Nine appointees so far are veterans of the United States attorney’s office in Newark, which Mr. Christie led 
for seven years. They include the state’s first lieutenant governor, Kim Guadagno, whom Mr. Christie has 
also named secretary of state and asked to oversee economic-development efforts; the attorney general, 
Paula Dow, and her top three aides; the head of homeland security, Charles B. McKenna; the governor’s 
chief counsel, Jeff Chiesa, who is an old friend and protégé of Mr. Christie’s; and the incoming press 
secretary, Michael Drewniak, who held that role in the federal prosecutor’s office. 

Mr. Christie has also streamlined the governor’s office, with just two chiefs — Mr. Chiesa, the chief counsel, 
and Richard H. Bagger, his chief of staff — dividing up oversight of executive responsibilities.  

Mr. Bagger will manage policy and oversee the budget process, among other functions.  

“A governor’s office with fewer chiefs is also a stronger governor’s office, because there’s clearer 
accountability,” he said in an interview. “The governor can look directly to the two of us for what he needs 
done.” 

Mr. Christie’s top appointments have been somewhat short on racial and ethnic diversity; aside from Ms. 
Dow, who is black, and Ms. Guadagno, his cabinet so far is all white and male. 



The influence of Mr. Giuliani, who was a political ally of Mr. Christie’s, can be seen in the hiring of Mr. 
Eristoff, as well as in James Simpson’s hiring at transportation and Gary M. Lanigan’s at corrections. Mr. 
Giuliani recommended Mr. Simpson and Mr. Lanigan. 

Mr. Lanigan was a top deputy to the Bernard B. Kerik, the former New York City police commissioner, when 
Mr. Kerik was the city’s correction commissioner. Mr. Lanigan oversaw the agency’s finances and dealt 
extensively with the powerful correction officers’ union. Mr. Simpson, who was an Metropolitan 
Transportation Authority commissioner under Mr. Pataki, also headed the Federal Transit Administration 
under President George W. Bush. 

Interestingly, he gave high praise in 2008 to Mr. Corzine’s ill-fated plan to raise turnpike and parkway tolls 
800 percent to pay for transportation improvements, calling it courageous and giving it the Bush 
administration’s endorsement. But Mr. Christie, as a candidate, ridiculed the plan and has ruled out both toll 
and tax increases. Mr. Simpson, at a news conference on Monday, showed he had trimmed his sails: he 
said taxes were off the table and spoke instead about cost-cutting and public-private partnerships. 

  
  
WSJ 
The Best Thing About Orphanages 
by Richard B. McKenzie   

Last month, Duke University researchers issued the first report on their multiyear study of 3,000 orphaned, 
abandoned and neglected children in developing countries in Africa and East and South Asia. About half 
were reared in small and large "institutions" (or orphanages) and half in "community" programs (kin and 
foster care). Contrary to conventional wisdom, the researchers found that children raised in orphanages by 
nonfamily members were no worse in their health, emotional and cognitive functioning, and physical growth 
than those cared for in their communities by relatives. More important, the orphanage-reared children 
performed better than their counterparts cared for by community strangers, which is commonly the case in 
foster-care programs.  

Critics of orphanages point out that children are always better off in loving and safe biological families. That's 
always been the case, of course, but many kids have no hope of access to such families. There are about 
143 million orphaned children, and tens of millions more abandoned, in the world today. Over a half-million 
American kids are in foster care (which is often luxury care by the standards of orphanage care in poor 
countries), but still a sizable percentage of American foster-care kids will have their disadvantages 
compounded in one important way: They will spend their entire childhoods in the worst of all possible 
situations, "permanent temporary care," in which they will be moved from one placement to the next to the 
next, many losing count of their foster homes before they "age out" of the system at 18. 

When Newt Gingrich suggested in 1994 that many welfare kids would be better off in orphanages, Hillary 
Clinton declared the proposal "unbelievable and absurd." Conventional child-welfare wisdom hasn't changed 
much since. 

I watched the Gingrich-Clinton debate with a personal interest, having grown up in an orphanage in North 
Carolina in the 1950s. I wrote a column for this newspaper defending my own orphanage and others like it: 
"Most critics would like the public to believe that those of us who went through orphanages were throttled by 
the experience. No doubt, some were. However, most have charged on." The children at Barium Springs 
Home for Children worked a lot and didn't get the hugs many children take for granted, but we did get 
advantages that many children today don't get—a sense of security, permanence and home.  

I was shocked by the number of orphanage alumni who called, faxed or emailed in agreement. What's more, 
many added, "My orphanage was better than yours," which made me wonder if the experts knew what they 
were talking about.  



During the past decade I have surveyed more than 2,500 alumni from 15 American orphanages. In two 
journal articles, I reported the same general conclusion: The orphanage alumni have outpaced their 
counterparts in the general population often by wide margins in almost all social and economic measures, 
including educational attainment, income and positive attitude toward life. White orphanage alumni had a 
39% higher rate of college graduation than white Americans of the same age in the general population, and 
less than 3% had hostile memories of their orphanage experiences. University of Alabama historian David 
Beito replicated the study with several hundred alumni from another orphanage, reaching much the same 
conclusions. 

Five years ago, George Cawood directed a documentary, "Homecoming: The Forgotten World of America's 
Orphanages," for which crews traveled to four orphanage homecomings where the aging alumni gathered by 
the hundreds to celebrate their childhood memories. The producers and cameramen were amazed at the 
fond memories the alumni reported and feared that they had not filmed enough bad memories to achieve the 
"dramatic tension" needed to keep audience interest. Nevertheless, I am proud to have been executive 
producer on the project, because the filmmakers produced an award-winning, honest and powerful oral 
history of orphanage life that has since aired on many PBS stations across the country. 

Before 1900, life expectancy was short, which resulted in many orphans. In the 1800s, the "orphan trains" 
that sent many street kids from New York and other urban centers to live with Protestant farm families in the 
Midwest inspired Catholic and Jewish groups to establish second-best solutions—orphanages—to prevent 
their own children from being converted to Protestantism. Conventional wisdom has it that all orphanages 
through the centuries were set up for no higher purpose than to abuse children, as Oliver was treated in 
Dickens's novel. But a new collection of academic histories of orphanages dating to the first millennium, 
which I edited, draws a different conclusion: Orphanages were generally created by communities to improve 
the life chances of the children in their care and, by and large, did just that. 

There were bad orphanages in the past, and there are, no doubt, bad orphanages across the globe, but the 
same can just as easily be said of many biological and foster families. Good orphanages, which provide 
long-term care for disadvantaged children (and are different from group homes, which provide short-term 
care, often for difficult children), are not the only solution for all modern child-welfare problems, but neither is 
foster care nor adoption. Children need options, including orphanage care.  

Critics are right on one point: Orphanages are far too expensive. Unfortunately, too many orphanage 
proponents and directors are convinced that all such care has to be "high quality" (or better than family 
care), which means high cost and limited access. But make no mistake about it: Orphanages are returning 
slowly across this country and around the world because communities see the need is so great.  

The world needs a Sam Walton of child welfare who can show how to provide lots of kids with pretty good 
care at very good prices—comparable to the full cost, including administrative overhead and foster-parent 
payments, of foster care—as did orphanages of the past. Ed Shipman, founder of Happy Hills Farm on the 
plains of Texas, and Phyllis Crain, head of The Crossnore School deep in the mountains of North Carolina, 
are showing the way. Visit these modern-day orphanages and be prepared to be wowed. The reality of 
these homes for hundreds of kids is "unbelievable," but not in the way that Mrs. Clinton suggested. 

Mr. McKenzie, an economics and management professor at the University of California, Irvine, is the editor 
of "Home Away From Home: The Forgotten History of Orphanages" (2009). 

  
  
 
 
 
 
 



Times, UK 
World misled over Himalayan glacier meltdown 
by Jonathan Leake and Chris Hastings  

 
The west Himalayan range includes 15,000 glaciers 
  

A WARNING that climate change will melt most of the Himalayan glaciers by 2035 is likely to be retracted 
after a series of scientific blunders by the United Nations body that issued it.  

Two years ago the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) issued a benchmark report that was 
claimed to incorporate the latest and most detailed research into the impact of global warming. A central 
claim was the world's glaciers were melting so fast that those in the Himalayas could vanish by 2035.  

In the past few days the scientists behind the warning have admitted that it was based on a news story in 
the New Scientist, a popular science journal, published eight years before the IPCC's 2007 report.  

It has also emerged that the New Scientist report was itself based on a short telephone interview with Syed 
Hasnain, a little-known Indian scientist then based at Jawaharlal Nehru University in Delhi.  

Hasnain has since admitted that the claim was "speculation" and was not supported by any formal research. 
If confirmed it would be one of the most serious failures yet seen in climate research. The IPCC was set up 
precisely to ensure that world leaders had the best possible scientific advice on climate change.  

Professor Murari Lal, who oversaw the chapter on glaciers in the IPCC report, said he would recommend 
that the claim about glaciers be dropped: "If Hasnain says officially that he never asserted this, or that it is a 
wrong presumption, than I will recommend that the assertion about Himalayan glaciers be removed from 
future IPCC assessments."  

The IPCC's reliance on Hasnain's 1999 interview has been highlighted by Fred Pearce, the journalist who 
carried out the original interview for the New Scientist. Pearce said he rang Hasnain in India in 1999 after 
spotting his claims in an Indian magazine. Pearce said: "Hasnain told me then that he was bringing a report 
containing those numbers to Britain. The report had not been peer reviewed or formally published in a 
scientific journal and it had no formal status so I reported his work on that basis.  

"Since then I have obtained a copy and it does not say what Hasnain said. In other words it does not 
mention 2035 as a date by which any Himalayan glaciers will melt. However, he did make clear that his 
comments related only to part of the Himalayan glaciers. not the whole massif."  

The New Scientist report was apparently forgotten until 2005 when WWF cited it in a report called An 
Overview of Glaciers, Glacier Retreat, and Subsequent Impacts in Nepal, India and China. The report 
credited Hasnain's 1999 interview with the New Scientist. But it was a campaigning report rather than an 
academic paper so it was not subjected to any formal scientific review. Despite this it rapidly became a key 
source for the IPCC when Lal and his colleagues came to write the section on the Himalayas.  



When finally published, the IPCC report did give its source as the WWF study but went further, suggesting 
the likelihood of the glaciers melting was "very high". The IPCC defines this as having a probability of 
greater than 90%.  

The report read: "Glaciers in the Himalaya are receding faster than in any other part of the world and, if the 
present rate continues, the likelihood of them disappearing by the year 2035 and perhaps sooner is very 
high if the Earth keeps warming at the current rate."  

However, glaciologists find such figures inherently ludicrous, pointing out that most Himalayan glaciers are 
hundreds of feet thick and could not melt fast enough to vanish by 2035 unless there was a huge global 
temperature rise. The maximum rate of decline in thickness seen in glaciers at the moment is 2-3 feet a year 
and most are far lower.  

Professor Julian Dowdeswell, director of the Scott Polar Research Institute at Cambridge University, said: 
"Even a small glacier such as the Dokriani glacier is up to 120 metres [394ft] thick. A big one would be 
several hundred metres thick and tens of kilometres long. The average is 300 metres thick so to melt one 
even at 5 metres a year would take 60 years. That is a lot faster than anything we are seeing now so the 
idea of losing it all by 2035 is unrealistically high.”  

Some scientists have questioned how the IPCC could have allowed such a mistake into print. Perhaps the 
most likely reason was lack of expertise. Lal himself admits he knows little about glaciers. "I am not an 
expert on glaciers.and I have not visited the region so I have to rely on credible published research. The 
comments in the WWF report were made by a respected Indian scientist and it was reasonable to assume 
he knew what he was talking about," he said.  

Rajendra Pachauri, the IPCC chairman, has previously dismissed criticism of the Himalayas claim as 
"voodoo science".  

Last week the IPCC refused to comment so it has yet to explain how someone who admits to little expertise 
on glaciers was overseeing such a report. Perhaps its one consolation is that the blunder was spotted by 
climate scientists who quickly made it public.  

The lead role in that process was played by Graham Cogley, a geographer from Trent University in Ontario, 
Canada, who had long been unhappy with the IPCC's finding.  

He traced the IPCC claim back to the New Scientist and then contacted Pearce. Pearce then re-interviewed 
Hasnain, who confirmed that his 1999 comments had been "speculative", and published the update in the 
New Scientist.  

Cogley said: "The reality, that the glaciers are wasting away, is bad enough. But they are not wasting away 
at the rate suggested by this speculative remark and the IPCC report. The problem is that nobody who 
studied this material bothered chasing the trail back to the original point when the claim first arose. It is 
ultimately a trail that leads back to a magazine article and that is not the sort of thing you want to end up in 
an IPCC report.”  

Pearce said the IPCC's reliance on the WWF was "immensely lazy" and the organisation need to explain 
itself or back up its prediction with another scientific source. Hasnain could not be reached for comment.  

The revelation is the latest crack to appear in the scientific concensus over climate change. It follows the so-
called climate-gate scandal, where British scientists apparently tried to prevent other researchers from 
accessing key date. Last week another row broke out when the Met Office criticised suggestions that sea 
levels were likely to rise 1.9m by 2100, suggesting much lower increases were likely.  

  
  



 
  

 
  



 
  
 


